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Introduction

The people of Bangladesh have a past
history which would have broken the

spirit and will of a weaker society.
Exploited down the centuries by
Moghuls, Britons, and Pakistanis, and
more recently by repressive governments
of their own, they have survived with a
doggedness and cheerfulness that are a
testimony to their strength and
endurance.

As if the yoke of human oppression
were not enough, the climate (assisted by
human activities) has also conspired
against them. During the decade
1984-1994 they have been visited by
natural disasters of varying types and
magnitude: a cyclone in the Bay of Bengal
in April 1991 killed over 138,000 people
and rendered millions homeless; in
September of the same year a flood
destroyed tens of thousands of hectares
of crops; in 1994, another devastating
cyclone struck. Five times in ten years,
major floods have brought the country to
a standstill.

The recurrent disasters have provided
the Western world with a standard image
of the Bangladeshi: a picture of a
downtrodden individual who annually
buckles under a major flood or cyclone.
The negative images which appear in the
Western media are generally selected to
reinforce this depressing view. Nothing
could be further from the truth.

The other image which the discerning
observer will recognise is that of a people
full of courage and resilience in dealing
with situations which would leave most
Westerners in total despair. The pages
which follow are a tribute to the people
of Bangladesh for demonstrating to us
the heights of bravery and skill which
humankind is capable of in the extremes
of adversity. For that we owe them not

only our sympathy and assistance when
disaster strikes but also our admiration
for the way in which they triumphantly
overcome their difficulties.

After the 1991
cyclone, Bay of
Bengal.
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Physical features

) angladesh is the largest delta in the
^world and, apart from a few small

hills in the north and south-east, is flat as
far as the eye can see. Very little of the
country is more than 40 feet above sea
level. In a normal monsoon, one third of
its 22 million acres of cultivated land is
flooded.

Three major river systems and their
countless tributaries and distributaries
form the delta. The Ganges, Brahmaputra,

and the lesser Meghna rivers pour out of
the mountains to the north and flow
through Bangladesh to reach the sea in
the Bay of Bengal. With them they bring
millions of cubic feet of snowmelt. This,
added to the monsoon rainfall, which can
be as great as 250 centimetres in some
areas, results in a vast amount of water
which can be as devastating as it is
bountiful.



These great rivers also bring with them
rich alluvial materials which they deposit
as silt to form what is recognised to be
potentially some of the most productive
agricultural land in the world.

Bangladesh is an agricultural country
with the vast majority of people involved
in food production. Rice is grown during
the rainy season and, where irrigation is
available, a second, dry-season rice crop
is possible; wheat and vegetables are
cultivated in the short, dry winter from
November to February. In the low hills to
the north-east, tea and some coffee is
grown. The other main crop is jute, which
gives the strong natural fibre used in the
carpet and sacking industries.
Bangladesh is the leading world
producer.

Fisheries off the coast and along the
rivers are another natural resource. A
vast quantity of natural gas lies beneath
the rich alluvial swamp that characterises
so much of the country. Although some
oil deposits have been found there is no
indication as yet of their potential.

Almost 80 per cent of Bangladeshis
live in rural areas.

Fisheries, coastal
and inland, are a
valuable natural
resource.

(below) A little girl
feeding her ducklings
on a flooded paddy-
field.



Urban life

(far left) Old houses
in Dhaka

(below) When poor
rural people move to
the cities to look for
work, they are often

forced to live in
appalling conditions.

There are only three cities of any size:
Dhaka, the capital, situated in the

centre of the country, has a population of
about 7.2 million; Chittagong, the large
port in the south-east on the Bay of
Bengal, has around 2.4 million; Khulna,
the other port in the south-west, has just
under 1 million inhabitants. Apart from
these three cities, and the 'education
town' of Rajshahi, Bangladesh is
primarily a country of villages;
conservative estimates put the number at
over 70,000.

Bangladesh shares with many
developing countries a major problem:

that of rapid urbanisation. The rural
population is being forced to the cities to
seek employment, at a rate, according to
UN estimates, of about five per cent per
annum. Projections suggest urban
dwellers will grow from approximately
20 per cent of the population now to 25
per cent by the year 2001, which means
an urban population of between 30 and
35 million. This will present an enormous
challenge for government and non-
government sectors alike if the chronic
social deprivation associated with urban
slums is to be avoided.





Colonial history

The rich agricultural land of the delta
has been attractive to colonial

exploiters down the centuries. Bengal was
first colonised by the Turko-Afghan rulers
of northern India in the thirteenth
century. They brought with them the
religion of Islam and expertise in
weaving, and developed a high quality
muslin industry.

The next wave of colonists were the
Moghuls in the sixteenth century, who
added Bengal to their north Indian
empire and made Dhaka the capital of
that part of their domain. The Moghuls
did little to change the status quo, but
with the arrival of the British in the

eighteenth century, far-reaching changes
were instituted. To protect the developing
British textile industry the export of
Bengali cotton and muslin was banned.
This ban virtually destroyed a thriving
rural industry and brought destitution to
the weavers.

The Raj introduced the concept of
'permanent settlement', imposed heavy
taxation on land and decreed that it could
be bought and sold, something that had
hitherto been unknown. In East Bengal,
the new taxes forced the sale of many
large estates to wealthy Hindus, who
became known as zamindars, who set
rents on land tilled by peasants, to pay
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Dates and events
Gupta Empire established in northern India and Hinduism spreads eastwards to
Bengal.
Invaders from the Arabian peninsula bring Islam to the Sind (now part of Pakistan).
Islamic Empire established with its capital in Delhi. Hindu states subordinate to the
Turkish-influenced rulers in Delhi.
Moghul Empire established under Babur, stretching from Afghanistan to Bihar.
Akbar succeeds Babur and the empire is expanded to include Bengal. Islamic influence
grows.
First British East India Company formed.
Fort St George established at Madras as the first territory of British India.
Fort William, near Calcutta, founded as British military and trading post.
Moghul Empire disintegrates into group of princely states.
Clive defeats Nawab of Bengal at the Battle of Plassey.
British East India Company takes over authority for administration of the whole of
Bengal.
Famine kills 10 million people in Bengal.
Lord Cornwatlis changes land tenure system from stewardship to ownership. New
landowners are Hindu zamindars who collect taxes for the British.
'Indigo riots' when peasant farmers object to British control of what they grow.
Bengal partitioned into Muslim east, Hindu west. Muslim League formed, 1906.
Bengal reunited after Hindu pressure.
independence and Partition. Bengal split into East Pakistan and West Bengal, which
remains part of India.
War of Liberation and foundation of new state of Bangladesh.



the taxes levied by the British. The rents
were often too high for peasant farmers to
meet and they were frequently
dispossessed and forced off the land; this
pattern of dispossession still continues
today. The colonial masters also forced
farmers to grow export cash-crops such as
indigo, tea, jute, and opium (used in the
exploitative trade with China). The result
was food shortages and riots.

The Raj encouraged political activity as
long as it was based on religion. This kept
Hindu zamindars and their supporters at
loggerheads with Muslim peasant farmers,
and the divided population was easier to
rule. The religious divisions played a
major part in the history of the area in the
first half of this century. For a few years,
Bengal was split up into Muslim East and
Hindu West, and it was at this time that
the Muslim League came into being. The
League was to figure continuously in the
nationalist struggle, arguing for
independence for Muslim areas.

When the British finally left in 1947, the
Partition settlement resulted in East
Bengal becoming East Pakistan by virtue
of its Muslim majority while West Bengal,
despite having the same language,
traditions, and culture, became a part of
India. Pakistan was a country in two

halves, hundreds of miles apart.
The new dispensation brought more

exploitation for the Bengalis, this time by
their own countrymen. West Pakistan
kept East Pakistan in economic
subservience and refused to grant Bengali
the status of a national language.
Throughout the 1960s the East Pakistan
opposition harassed the government. The
nationalist cause was identified with a
political party, the Awami League, led by
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.

In the 1970 election, the Awami League
won a majority of seats but was not
allowed to form a government. The West
instituted a military campaign against the
East and the 'War of Liberation' had
begun. Millions of people fled to India to
escape the carnage. The West Pakistan
armed forces, with a philosophy of racial
superiority and with vastly superior
military technology, killed around two
million Bengalis. In late 1971 the Indian
government, burdened by the millions of
refugees encamped in West Bengal,
perhaps wishing to give Pakistan a
military lesson, and no doubt for their
own political reasons, decided to
intervene, and Pakistan soon surrendered.
On 16 December 1971, Bangladesh came
into being.

A family emerges
from hiding during
the War of
Independence,
December 1971.



Political struggles

The short history of Bangladesh has
been one of political turmoil and

upheaval. Two of its presidents have
been assassinated and there have been
periods of martial law and states of
emergency, with large-scale
imprisonment of political prisoners.
Frequent strikes and demonstrations
remind politicians and military rulers
that people demand to be consulted at
whatever cost.

Sheikh Mujib, who led the country in
the War of Liberation, became the new
nation's first Prime Minister but his
Awami League government proved
inefficient and corrupt. A famine in 1974,
when warehouses were full of grain
because of stock-piling by merchants,
was the beginning of the end for Mujib.
In August 1975 he was murdered by the
military. After four changes of govern-
ment in a few months, Major General
Ziaur Rahman came to power. He proved
to be popular among the peasantry and
ruled as a soldier until early 1977 when
he declared himself President.

After a brief rule, President Ziaur
Rahman was also assassinated, in May
1981. The assassin, General Manzur,
believed he was taking part in an army
plot but in turn was gunned down by
other army officers. This dark episode in
the history of the young nation has never
been satisfactorily explained. Less than a
year later, another general, H.M. Ershad,
seized control in a bloodless coup.

Ershad faced many challenges to his
leadership. There were frequent strikes
and demonstrations, sometimes violent,
protesting against martial law and poor
working conditions. Ershad banned
political activity, and opposition leaders
were, on occasions, put under house
arrest. Ershad wanted a constitutional

role for the military, knowing he could
not rule without their support.

In November 1990 Ershad could no
longer convince the people that he was
the man to lead Bangladesh. Mass
demonstrations against him took place all
over the country and eventually the
military refused to act against the
demonstrators. After eight years of ruling
Bangladesh, partly under martial law and
latterly as a presidential dictator, Ershad
fell from power. The people of
Bangladesh had triumphed against
autocracy and Ershad was tried for
corruption, and given a prison sentence.

In February 1991 the first truly
democratic elections for almost a decade
brought success for the Bangladesh
Nationalist Party (BNP) led by the widow
of the late President Ziaur Rahman. She
formed a government in temporary
alliance with the Jamaat-e-Islam (an
Islamic religious party) and through the
appointment of 30 women to specially
reserved places in the parliament. The
main opposition party is the Awami
League, led by the daughter of the late
President Mujib, the founding father of
Bangladesh.

The electorate demonstrated its
independence in local elections in
January 1993. Three million voters in the
major cities rejected the ruling
Bangladesh National Party and in both
Dhaka and Chittagong returned mayors
from the Awami League. Although some
violence did occur in Dhaka as a result of
the rejection of Khaleda Zia's party it did
not undermine the process or result, and
democracy, a young and fragile growth,
continues to function.

The history of these turbulent years is
all the more poignant when one
remembers the millions who died in the
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struggle to bring the country into
existence. All that expenditure of human
energy, courage, and ability represents an
irreplaceable loss to the republic.
Although much of the early idealism of
the War of Liberation was dissipated in
political squabbles and power struggles,
democracy has eventually triumphed. In
the long fight for justice and political
freedom, the people of Bangladesh have
proved that a commitment to the rights
of a democratic society can overcome
tyranny.

Democracy in Bangladesh
Bangladesh has a single chamber
parliament which is elected under a
universal adult franchise. There are 300
seats for elected members, and 30

reserved for selected women. Executive
power is vested in the Prime Minister
who appoints a Council of Ministers. The
constitution provides for a President who
is indirectly elected by parliament. Laws
are enacted by a simple majority but
constitutional amendments require a two-
thirds majority. The parliamentary term is
for five years, unless dissolved by the
President.

The constitution states that the
judiciary should be independent, but
under a Constitutional Amendment
enacted in 1975 the appointment of
judges to the high court is in the power of
the President and not the Chief Justice. It
is difficult to see how the judges can be
independent if the President can hire and
fire them at will; and since the ruling

Sheikh Mujib, the
first Prime Minister of
Bangladesh, at the
height of his
popularity shortly afer
the War of Liberation,
surrounded by
cheering crowds.
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party selects the President, it presumably
can influence his decisions.

Local representative government is not
well developed in the rural areas. There
are elections for the chair and
membership of a Union Parishad,
covering between fifteen and twenty
villages (around 25,000 people). These are
non-partisan, although influenced by the
political parties. Union Parishads have
been unable to challenge the domination
of central government on most issues.
The local district administrations are not
democratically accountable in any way.

Reserved seats for
women?
Some feminists in Bangladesh, while
supporting discrimination in favour of
women's representation in parliament,
believe it should not be on the basis of
selection by the majority party. Not only
is selection open to abuse, but it is
ultimately demeaning to women who
enter politics, implying that they are only
in parliament thanks to the patronage of
predominantly male political parties.

They believe that a better solution
would be to have constituencies which
could be contested only by women
candidates. This might be a transitional
phase until women contest parliamentary
seats as equals with men. There are a few
powerful women leaders in social and

cultural institutions and NGOs who do
not join political parties, and contest
elections as independent candidates.
Other women activists prefer to remain
outside the political arena.

An independent woman
Hasnaara Begum is a development
worker, supporting women's groups on
Hatiya Island, in the Bay of Bengal. She
has three children, and her husband is a
guard at a bank. In 1992 she stood as an
independent candidate for the Union
council, the lowest tier of local
government. It was the first time that a
women had stood for election on Hatiya;
a few years ago women were not even
allowed to vote. Hasnaara was
nominated by her women's group, who
wanted her to represent their interests
over problems such as dowry demands
and violence against women.

Some of the men in the area were very
opposed to the idea of a woman
candidate. Some said 'How can we have
a woman on the Union Council?
Women's duties are to cook.'

Hasnaara Begum lost the election by
only two votes. She intends to stand
again in the next elections. 'I've learnt
from experience. The votes were not
counted properly; next time I'll make
sure I'm involved in the counting, to see
that it's fair.'

Parliament building,
Dhaka.
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Land reform and
poverty

An increase in the number of landless
peasant farmers is one of the

commonest problems in agricultural
economies. Between the two great
landmarks in the history of the area,
Partition in 1947 and the War of
Liberation in 1971, landlessness in
Bangladesh increased from 15 per cent of
the population to 37 per cent. At the
present time the official figure is 62 per
cent, although many observers would
put it closer to 75 per cent.

Since Partition successive
governments have framed legislation to
break up large holdings and redistribute
land to peasant farmers. This
redistribution would also apply to large
tracts of land owned by the government,
estimated at 750,000 acres. In 1950 the
Government of Pakistan proposed a Bill
to abolish the zamindary (the wealthy,
landlord class) and fix a ceiling of 33
acres per family. The landlords
persuaded their friends in parliament to
filibuster and then had so many dilution
clauses inserted in the Bill that by the
time it became a statute it was of no
benefit to the landless.

After Liberation the ruling Awami
League also proposed radical land reform
and a better deal for sharecroppers, who
had to give 50 per cent or more of a crop
as a form of rent to the landowner. Again,
the landed class exerted so much
pressure that the Bill came to nothing.

When General Ziaur Rahman came to
power he quickly became a champion of
the peasantry, and the need for land
reform was stressed by his Bangladesh
National Party. This time there was
international support in the powerful
form of Robert Macnamara, then
President of the World Bank, who stated
publicly that if poor people were to

sustain themselves they had to be given
land. Unfortunately for the landless, the
BNP's ranks were full of powerful
landowners and once more the promises
proved to be no more than hollow
political slogans.

The proposals introduced by Ershad
were comprehensive and radical:

• all khas land (government land to which
no one has a title) should be distributed
amongst the landless as quickly as
possible

• sharecroppers should have legal
protection and a just share of the crop
grown on the land they cultivate

• the government should fix a daily
minimum wage for agricultural
labourers.

Ershad, apart from fixing the daily
agricultural wage at 3.5 kilos of rice or its
cash equivalent, failed to carry out
significant land redistribution. Similarly,
nothing has so far been done by the
government of Khaleda Zia to
redistribute khas land, and the issue does
not even appear to be on the agenda. To
those working with landless people, the
silence of Khaleda Zia's government, and
indeed that of the opposition parties, is
deafening.

Can land reforms ever be carried out?
Every country in Asia has a land reform
programme but few governments have
actually implemented them. Without the
co-operation or coercion of powerful
landowners, real land reform, involving
the redistribution of large land-holdings,
cannot happen. Yet the experiences of the
Asian economic 'tigers' such as Taiwan
and South Korea suggest it is a
prerequisite of industrial development.
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This Samata
supporter's house

was looted, cooking
pots broken, and six
months' rice supply

stolen. Local land-
owners use various

ways of intimidating
people who stand up

to them.

Land and power
In Bangladesh, political and economic
power is largely based on control over
land. This is as true today as it was
during the period of the zamindars under
the British Raj. What is different is the
level of violence and corruption now
associated with land ownership.

One widespread method used by rich
landowners to take land from small
cultivators is to forge land titles, then
remove peasant farmers, claiming that
the farmers' ancestors did not own the
land or had mortgaged it to pay debts.
Without accurate land-title records it is
almost impossible for a poor cultivator to
defend his claim. If he pursues an
expensive court action he will almost
certainly lose since the court, in the
absence of land records, will find in
favour of the rich and powerful, who
often bribe the local administration.

On Hatiya Island in the Bay of Bengal
an organisation called Dwip Unnayan
Sangstha (DUS) estimates that there are
94,000 acres of cultivable land available.
DUS reckons that if this khas land were

distributed according to government
rules every family would get 1.89 acres:
more than enough to live on. Yet 60 per
cent of the population is landless, having
been driven off their plots by thugs
working for large landowners.

On another island, Nizzumdwip, most
of the inhabitants were killed by a
cyclone in 1970. When the surviving
relatives attempted to claim this khas
land, bow lok (rich and powerful men)
produced titles 'proving' that the dead
families had sold the land to them. An
even more sinister practice is to sell a
forged land title to a third party who then
forces the existing cultivator off the land.
It is not uncommon for landowners who
create forged land titles to sell the same
piece of land to a number of
unsuspecting small farmers.

Similar corrupt and violent methods
are used against ethnic minorities who
normally farm traditional land which has
no written titles to it. By forging titles and
bribing officials, landowners remove
tribal people from land which has been
farmed for centuries by their ancestors.
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NGOs who work with the landless
and small cultivators are having to
change their strategies. Where previously
their concern was to help landless people
to gain titles to government-owned khas
land, they now must try to address the
whole issue of agrarian reform, which
means understanding land surveys, land-
title recording, and the complexities of
land laws. The Association for Land
Reform and Development (ALRD)
believes that land reform is now a
national issue which requires advocacy at
the highest levels of government. ALRD
provides the media with detailed
information, and lobbies national
institutions on the need for reform. It also
organises training courses for the
fieldworkers and officers of local NGOs
working with the landless, covering the
full range of agrarian reform issues, to
equip them to provide para-legal services
and information to small farmers forced
into courts to fight for their land.

Samata's struggle
Samata is an organisation of landless men
and women who live in the district of
Pabna on the north bank of the Ganges.
For the past ten years, they have been
pressing claims for hundreds of acres of
khas land in the areas around their
villages. This land is farmed by rich and
powerful individuals, who have no right
to it but are supported by local
authorities and police whom they bribe at
regular intervals.

As Samata grew in organisational
ability and confidence it was able to gain
titles to redistributed land. As a result, it
was subjected to harassment by police
and other officials on behalf of the local
elites, who saw Samata as an increasing
threat. A number of false charges of rape,
burglary, and even murder, have been
brought against Samata members.

Sarwar is an elected member of the
Samata executive. Speaking of a new
murder charge against 36 members he
said 'Previously we would have run
away and gone into hiding when the
authorities moved against us. Now we

stay and fight for our rights.' Asked about
his landlessness he explained that his
father was a farmer with two acres of
land who, when he discovered that
Sarwar was a member of an organisation
which helped the landless, disinherited
him. According to Sarwar, his father is
now 'one of the enemy'.

Anwara Begum is a woman in her
forties, married to a landless labourer,
and is proud to be a member of the
Samata committee. In Bangladesh this is
an unusual achievement for a woman.
Although she is illiterate, she was
selected by her fellow members to attend
a conference in Calcutta. She said that
Samata has now over 1,000 women
members who will not give up the
struggle until they get land.

Although Samata still suffers
harassment at the hands of local officials
and landowners, it achieved another
notable victory for the landless in 1994. It
'won' about 400 acres of unused
government land, on which it settled no
fewer than 478 destitute families. It
managed to secure leases from the local
authority for permanent cultivation. This
success was widely reported in the
national press, and shows that even if the
government remains silent on this crucial
issue, landless people and their
organisations will continue their struggle
for rights.

Woman speaking at a
Samata meeting.
Pressing for land
rights for women is
part of Samata's
strategy.
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Arfaza Begum and
her daughter at the
door of tier house.

'If I had a little bit of land...
Each year, thousands of families

I.ilose their land and homes to
Bangladesh's powerful rivers, which
are continually scouring land from one
place and dumping it at another.
Without land they often find it difficult
to survive. If the family is headed by a
woman, destitution may threaten
unless a male relative «s prepared to
take them in.

Arfaza Begum came to the island of
Nizzwndwjp five years ago from
neighbouring Hatiya. where she had to
move three times as successive
houses collapsed into the Meghna
river. Her first husband used to get
work building flood embankments, but
he died of a diarrhoea! disease. They
could not afford medical treatment for
him. That was when Arfaza was 18:
she was left with one son. Shortly
afterwards the other villagers
persuaded her to get marned again,
and she had a daughter. Jasmin, now
aged eight. Her second husband died
in 1988. Her son has married and
moved away.

Arfaza Begum has a precarious
existence as a squatter. Her tiny house

with its palm-leaf walls and thatch roof
stands on the bunds between two
paddy fields. During the monsoon the
waters come right up to her house and
she has to wait for the floods to
subside before she can go out.

I heard that the government was
allocating khas land here to people like
us, so that's why I came f̂rom Hatiya. I
thought I would be able to settle here,
but they didn't allocate me any land
because I'm a woman.

'I'm squatting here because I have
nowhere else to go. I have to go round
the neighbours every day asking for
food. They usually give me something,
a few taka or a handful of rice.

'Today I got a bar of soap and some
rice from a family whose baby had just
died. They asked me to pray for the
child. My daughter and I are often
hungry, she has to wait until I come
home with something before she
can eat.

•If I had a little bit of land, it would
give me some security: I could have a
kitchen garden and sell vegetables.'
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• ainal Abedin belongs to one of Dwip
J u n n a y a n Sangstha's (DUS)
community groups on Nizzumdwip.
DUS helped Abedin and his wife, along
with about 600 other families, to get
two acres each of khas land registered
in their names. Abedin and his family
live in an attractive, tree-shaded village
which they have named Chayabithi,
which means Sharing. He showed us
the family's land certificate, which
carries photographs of him and his
wife to show that the land is registered
in both their names.

Like Arfaza Begum, Abedin used to
live on Hatiya, and when his land was
washed away 20 years ago he came to
Nizzumdwip. Before his plot was legally
allocated to him, he and his family
were attacked by a landgrabber who
did not live on Nizzumdwip but kept a
large herd of cows there. The cows
wandered freely and often damaged
farmers' crops. When an angry farmer

injured two of them in retaliation, the
owner went to the police and accused
Jainal Abedin of the crime.

'I was away fishing. The police came
with the landgrabber and a lot of other
men. They looted my house and threw
my children out. My wife, who was
seven months' pregnant, was beaten
up with sticks. The neighbours took
her to Hatiya hospital and luckily, apart
from some cuts, she and the baby
were all right. The police were waiting
to arrest me when I got off the boat to
come home. I was in prison for six
weeks.'

The landgrabber deliberately
prolonged the legal proceedings, so
that the ease dragged on for three
years and cost Jainal Abedin 14,000
taka. DUS covered some of the costs
and provided legal support. Eventually
he was found innocent, and the people
who gave false witness against him
were imprisoned for ten days.

Home is a village called Sharing

Jainal Abedin and
his wife with their

land certificate.
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Poverty to prosperity

Masuda Khatun has
done well with her

savings. A member of
a local women's
group, she rears

poultry, grows
pumpkins and

gourds, and has a
cow and a calf.

In 1983 a non-stock, non-profit
organisation calling itself the Grameen

Bank (it had existed since 1976 as a
development credit project) came into
being and started making small loans to
very poor people to enable them to set up
income-generating projects. By 1994 it
had two million customers and had
proved conclusively, by a repayment rate
of over 95 per cent, that not only were the
poor credit-worthy but that they could
improve their own living situation if only
those in control of the country's financial
resources would trust them.

During the 1980s over 35,000 tubewells
were sunk in the Bangladesh countryside
to improve irrigation and agricultural
production. Recently the Grameen Bank
estimated that only ten per cent of them
remained in good working condition.
Officials saw the possibility of
encouraging commercially-viable,

diversified farms of around 50 acres,
centred on a tubewell, which the Bank
would maintain. The sharecroppers who
farmed the land would buy the water
from the Bank, which would negotiate a
fair return for the sharecroppers from the
landowners.

The Bank now has taken control of
over 800 previously defective tubewells
and has on average around 50 farming
families operating a farm centred on each
of these wells. The Bank offered
incentives to farmers to grow other crops,
such as maize, wheat and soya beans, as
well as rice. The Bank provided seeds
and technical assistance, and agreed to
buy the crops at a fair price. To diversify
further the Bank intends to help farmers
to establish fish production, either by
digging ponds, for which the Bank will
provide credit, or growing fish during the
rice season in the paddy fields. (This is
possible because the farms do not use
chemical fertilisers and pesticides, which
would kill fish.)

Such innovations will not only give
these small farmers a better income, but
also improve the food security and
nutrition of their families. Bangladesh as
a whole may have much to learn from
this Grameen Bank initiative. Because
many countries now produce a surplus of
rice, it is becoming less profitable to
export it. Diversification of crops is
necessary not only for better nutrition but
also to compete with other nations in the
region in the drive to export crops other
than rice.
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Banking on women
Out of the million borrowers ofGrameen
Bank, 92 per cent are women. Money
directed to households via women proves to be
much more fruitful than the same amount of
capital directed to households via men.
Women's income is used to the benefit of
children and the household in general, and
women have proved to be more responsible
about the repayment of loans. Men, on the
other hand, have different priorities; they are
also more prone to defaulting on payments.

Giving priority to women did not come
about smoothly. Much resistance manifested
itself from husbands, religious leaders, and
others. Moreover the bank had difficulty
persuading the women themselves to borrow
money, for they believed that they could not
handle it by themselves. Persuaded by their
culture and upbringing that they are weak,
less useful to their families and society in
general, women end up having very low self-
esteem, which further marginalises them.

The Daily Star
Dhaka 21 November 1994

Fighting for justice
Many women in Bangladesh villages
have faced harassment from conservative
religious forces or the vested interests of
landlords, and in some cases, from a
combination of both. Women who have
taken loans from the Grameen Bank in an
attempt to lift their families out of
poverty have been pilloried by village
imams who want to keep women in a
position of subjugation. The work of the
Grameen Bank has been condemned by
conservative religious leaders as being
'against the will of God', in that it
promotes a degree of emancipation and
independence for poor women.

Women have even given their lives in
the fight against corruption and the
misuse of power. In the South Khulna
area, where rich investors have taken
over much of the agricultural land for
shrimp production, the Bangladeshi
NGO, Nijera Kori (We Shall Do It
Ourselves) is currently fighting a court

battle to bring to justice the murderers of
one of its women members.

When a rich entrepreneur attempted to
take over a local polder (agricultural land
protected by an embankment) for shrimp
cultivation the community, supported by
Nijera Kori, refused to give over its only
source of livelihood. The rich man
responded by bringing in seven boat-
loads of thugs to terrorise the local
people. In a pitched battle 40 members of
the community were badly injured and
one brave Hindu woman called Karuna
was murdered and her body taken away
to prevent the police bringing a case.

The place where Karuna disappeared
has now become a shrine for poor people
and others who fight for justice. On 7
November each year they gather in their
thousands to honour her memory. Even
politicians from the major parties make
speeches in her honour; but justice has yet
to be done.

A carving put up by a
family in memory of a
dead relative.
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The influence of Islam

Although Bangladesh is a secular
state, Islam as the state religion

plays a prominent part in daily life. Yet as
the election of Khaleda Zia demonstrates,
Islamic conservatism is not the preferred
option of the vast majority of the
population. If it were, no woman would
ever have reached the political heights of
Khaleda Zia and the leader of the
opposition, Sheikh Hasina. They may be
rare exceptions in a society in which
women are regarded as inferior to men;
but they are, of course, the widow and
daughter, respectively, of two of the
previous leaders of Bangladesh.

Conservative Islam, however, exerts
considerable pressure on the lives of
ordinary Bangladeshis, out of all
proportion to its numerical strength in
the country and the tiny number of seats
the Jamaat-e-Islam holds in parliament.

Many women in Bangladesh villages
have experienced the power of conserva-
tive religious forces or landlords and in
some cases a combination of both. Women
who have taken loans from the Grameen
Bank have been denounced by extremist
imams (religious leaders) who believe the
work of the Bank is opposed to the will of
God in that it promotes some form of
emancipation for poor women.

Censorship by force
A well-publicised example of the
pressure of religious conservatism is the
case of the writer Taslima Nasreen, who
wrote a book criticising communal
violence by Muslims against Hindus and
attacking the Islamic clergy for their
conservative attitudes and their
oppression of women.

The storm that the book was to cause
might never have happened had not Ms
Nasreen given an interview to an Indian

newspaper which reported her as saying
that the Koran needed to be changed. She
was furious and claimed she had been
mischievously misquoted. The book
called Lajja (Shame) sold over 50,000
copies after it appeared in February 1993
but was subsequently banned as
offensive to Muslim conservatives.

In late 1993 a demonstration was
staged in Dhaka, with many of the
marchers calling for Ms Nasreen's
execution. Afatwa or death sentence was
passed by Islamic militants on her, and
she had to go into hiding. The power of
the extremist minority forced the
government to issue charges against the
writer, of offending the religious
sensibilities of Muslims. Ms Nasreen
came out of hiding to make a court
appearance and was granted bail. While
on bail she went to Sweden to receive a
literary award from the Pen Guild of
Swedish writers and remained in the
West for a time. Having said that, if a
progressive government in Dhaka invited
her back and could provide protection,
she would return, she is now back in
Bangladesh, to take up the fight on behalf
of Bangladeshi women.

Progressive critics of Ms Nasreen point
out that the book has given political
power to the fundamentalists, and
fomented Hindu-Muslim hatred. The
question that the democratic majority of
the Bangladesh population must ask
itself is: would Taslima Nasreen have
been brought to trial if she had offended
the sensibilities of Animists, Hindus or
Buddhists? Is the government pandering
to a minority of Muslim extremists and if
so why, in a society where freedom of
expression is held to be a basic human
right? These are profound issues, which
are still to be resolved.
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Abuse of the shalish
One of the time-honoured methods of
solving community and village conflicts
in Bangladesh is known as the shalish.
This institution, which is not a court but
rather a council of mediation or
arbitration, derived its legitimacy from
recognition by the samaj which in essence
is the community. Its arbitrators were the
elders and wise men recognised as such
by the samaj. It was quick and efficient
and did not involve poor villagers in
lengthy and expensive litigation.

Unfortunately some of these shalish
have recently been taken over by
fundamentalists, who have turned them
into religious courts administering the
shari'a (Islamic religious law), which is
illegal in Bangladesh. The sentences
passed by these courts have been stoning,
flogging, and even death.

In Sylhet in early 1993, the local imam
found a young woman called Noorjahan
guilty of adultery. She and her husband

were buried waist deep in the ground
and stoned, and her father and mother
were given 50 lashes each. Noorjahan
committed suicide shortly after the
stoning. Because of public outrage the
authorities acted quickly and
apprehended the imam and seven other
men. They were found guilty by the
district court of bringing about the
suicide of the young woman, and
received nine years' imprisonment.

Other similar abuses of shalish are
known to have occurred, where women
have received terrible punishments for
adultery. No doubt many more cases
have gone unreported. If the shalish is to
continue in its original and highly
effective form the government must take
action to prevent it being used by men to
carry out violence against women.

Studying the Koran.
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The population issue

(far right) Jahanara
Begum, a DUS-

tralned traditional
birth attendant, on

Hatiya Island, uses a
visual aid to explain

health care in
pregnancy.

(below) Children in
Bangladesh have to

take a share in
houshold tasks, and

many work for
wages; but like

children anywhere,
take time off to play.

) angladesh is one of the most densely
'populated areas of the world; only

city states like Singapore and Hong Kong
have more people per square mile.
Successive Bangladesh governments,
under pressure mainly from multilateral
agencies such as the World Bank, USAID
(the US government's official aid agency),
and some sections of the UN, have
devised five-year plans to deal with what
is perceived, mainly by non-Bangladeshis,
to be the country's major problem.

Whilst most people would agree that a
reduction in the rate of population
growth is desirable, there is disagreement
as to whether the reduction is for
economic or humanitarian reasons. Those
concerned with economics talk in terms
of population control and reduction, and
even speak of sterilisation as 'The
Ultimate Solution'; while those who see

the issue from a human angle are
involved in family planning and
maternal and child health care. Their
approach is people-centred and
concerned with helping malnourished
mothers, who still have to work 12 hours
a day during pregnancies, have countless
illnesses, and whose bodies are no longer
capable of sustaining a healthy foetus.

Advocates of repressive population
control programmes do not seem to
understand that high infant mortality is a
consequence of poverty, and poor people
have many children both to replace those
who die and to provide additional wage-
earners for the family, and security for
their old age. Falling birthrates have
generally been associated with a rise in
living standards, including not only
higher incomes but also better medical
and social security systems, and
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improvements in the standard of
education, particularly for women. This
has certainly been the case in the
developed countries of the West; and the
same demographic changes are taking
place today in South Korea, Taiwan and
some states in India, notably Kerala.

Forty per cent of women of child-
bearing age now use contraception. But
the attitude of some doctors, health
workers, and even some NGOs which are
involved in family planning, is a
problem. Although workers are
instructed to offer a range of methods,
and to explain their effects, to women
who come to clinics for advice, because of
the low rates of literacy among poor
women it is quicker and simpler to get
them to sign the consent form (mandatory
before any contraceptive method is
prescribed) without explaining the full
implications. However, other family-
planning organisations put great
emphasis on counselling for their clients,
and organise training courses for clinic
workers.

In a country like Bangladesh, many
women are malnourished and suffer
health problems. And some of the
methods on offer are suspect to many
women's organisations. Norplant, which
is popular with health workers and
population control agencies because it has
a 'five-year life span', can sometimes
produce side-effects of excessive bleeding.
In one reported case, a women suffering
severe bleeding insisted that the Norplant
be removed from her body. Her doctor,
who works for the Family Planning
Association of Bangladesh, replied that he
was the best judge of the matter and told
the New Nation newspaper (24 October
1994), after 250 women took to the streets
and demonstrated against Norplant, 'a
woman who complains about excessive
bleeding would not know if [it] is ...
dangerous for her health. So if she ... asks
for removal of the method the doctor will
decide whether it should be removed or
not.'

The status of women
Many agencies, including those of the UN, have
consistently demonstrated that there is a relationship
between women's status and family size. In a recent study,
the UN stated that a major precondition for further
improving family planning acceptance in Bangladesh was
'giving women a stronger position, inside and outside the
family, [which] will reduce the pressure on them to have
children early in marriage. Increasing their level of
education makes them much more confident about using
contraceptive methods. In 1984-86the total fertility rate for
women with secondary or higher education was 3.3, while
for women with no schooling it was 4.4. Family planning
programmes cannot, however, be confined to women.
Until men take more responsibility for contraception
family sizes are likely to remain unnecessarily high.'
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